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This booklet is intended for all consultants
of Mentor IMC Group.
It gathers 17 smart practices for managers,
supervisors and operators. These rules must
be understood and applied by all.
This checklist has been created to help
you work safely and to remind you
of the safety rules that must be respected.
It is intended to raise awareness of the risks
that surround you.
Respecting these safety practices is a
commitment that all must take in order to move
towards VINCI Energies’ zero accident goal.
This approach is both personal and collective,
each employee must apply these safety
practices for a safer work environment.
We are all responsible for our safety and
that of others.

Note: Attention, these rules do not replace our
customers’, they are complementary.

This booklet is broken down into two sections:
General and common rules
to each activity: they must
be applied under all
circumstances.
The following topics
are detailed:

Specific rules to a particular
activity: they must be applied
depending on the activity
performed.
The detailed operations
are as follows:

B1 Risk and situation
assessment

SP1
Using machines

B2 Preventing risks,
identifying bad behavior,
suspending the work

SP2
Work at height

B3 Personal
Protection Equipment
B4 Stress
Management
B5 Concurrent
operations
and co‑activity

SP3
Work in confined space
SP4 Lifting and
mechanical handling
SP5
Manual handling
SP6
Electrical operation
SP7
Excavation work
SP8
Use of a vehicle
SP9
Traveling on foot
SP10
Hot work
SP11
Use of chemicals

B Basic
SP Smart Practices

SP12
Travelers

Each sheet is broken down into three parts:
What to do before, during, and after an activity/operation.
Safety is a major issue for you, your family but also for us!

Together we are stronger!

General and common rules
to each activity: they must be
applied under all circumstances.
The following topics are detailed:
B1 Risk and situation
assessment
B2 Preventing risks,
identifying bad behavior,
suspending the work
B3 Personal
Protection Equipment
B4 Stress
Management
B5 Concurrent operations
and co-activity

General and common rules to each activity

B1

Risk and situation assessment
DEFINITION
To identify and assess all the risks related to an operation.
BEFORE THE OPERATION
>>Observe the work area
>>Review the potential risks and
offer solutions to eliminate them
>>Check if specific certifications
are required
>>Prepare the instructions and
the risk assessment
>>Check if you have the
corresponding work permit
(if necessary)
>>Ensure that you are properly
trained (if necessary)
>>Check if all PPE are available
>>Secure the site and define
a security perimeter around
the work area

DURING THE OPERATION
>>Obtain the corresponding
work permit and maintain
it up-to-date
>>Wear PPE adapted
to your activity
AFTER THE OPERATION
>>Close the work permit
>>Store and keep the work
area clean
>>Remove the security barriers
around the work area
>>Report the end of
the operation

General and common rules to each activity

B2

Preventing risks,
identifying bad behavior,
suspending the work
DEFINITION
A worker must eliminate the potential risks identified and
inform his colleagues in case of danger. He can and must
suspend his activity if he considers that there is a serious
and imminent danger for him and/or for the others.
BEFORE THE OPERATION

DURING THE OPERATION

>>Check if the activities,
procedures and preventive
measures are correctly
established
>>Participate in meetings,
training and safety events
>>Obtain the appropriate work
permit
>>Inspect the tools, PPE,
and communication equipment
provided
>>Identify and observe the work
area
>>Identify the risks
>>Offer solutions to eliminate
the potential risks

>>Immediately stop work
if the situation is hazardous
>>Inform coworkers who are
in a hazardous situation
>>Wear PPE adapted to your
activity
>>Report all hazardous events
(anomalies, near-accident, etc.)
>>Offer and implement
corrective and curative
measures
AFTER THE OPERATION
>>Inspect the tools, PPE,
and communication equipment
provided
>>Close the work permit
>>Provide feedback on the
operation

General and common rules to each activity

B3

Personal Protection Equipment
DEFINITION
The PPE are equipment that protect the user against
the risks likely to affect his health and safety. PPE
can be helmets, goggles, work suits, shoes, harnesses, etc.
They may also refer to respiratory protective equipment
and life jackets.
BEFORE THE OPERATION
>>Get the adapted PPE
according to the rules
established by the site and
the customer
>>Arrive equipped on the site
>>Know the importance
of wearing PPE
>>Check the availability and the
good condition of PPE
>>Report to your supervisor
if a PPE is defective or missing

DURING THE OPERATION
>>Use the appropriate PPE
for the activity to perform
AFTER THE OPERATION
>>Keep the PPE clean
>>Report and change the
defective or non-compliant PPE
>>Change the PPE in case
of expired validity
>>Store the PPE in a suitable
location

General and common rules to each activity

B4

Stress Management
DEFINITION
To manage stress in order to avoid being in a hazardous
situation.
BEFORE THE OPERATION
>>Take the time to understand
why you are stressed
>>Assess your capabilities
and skills to know if you are able
to carry out the requested task
>>Request, if necessary,
further training to complement
your skills
>>Manage your time

>>Request an interview
with your manager if you are
faced with a stressful situation
>>Avoid taking caffeinated
products (coffee, tea, etc.)
>>Have a healthy life (food
balance, practice of sports
activities, regular sleep, etc.)

General and common rules to each activity

B5

Concurrent operations
and co-activity
DEFINITION
Concurrent operations imply performing several
potentially conflicting activities or operations at the same
location or time.
It is important that all interested and concerned
parties meet to develop an appropriate hazard and risk
management plan.
BEFORE THE OPERATION

DURING THE OPERATION

>>Have an appropriate
and valid work permit
>>Review the risks specific
to the activities
>>Attend the operation kickoff
meeting
>>Ensure that appropriate
prevention measures
are implemented
>>Know your role and your
responsibilities
>>Obtain information on the
activities being performed by
other companies around you

>>Create a safety perimeter
around the work area
>>Communicate with other
companies around you
>>Report any non-compliance
and hazardous situation
AFTER THE OPERATION
>>Clean and tidy the work area
>>Report the end of the
operation
>>Close the work permit

Specific rules to a particular
activity: they must be applied
depending on the activity performed.
The detailed operations are as follows:
SP1
Using machines
SP2
Work at height
SP3
Work in confined space
SP4 Lifting and
mechanical handling
SP5
Manual handling
SP6
Electrical operation
SP7
Excavation work
SP8
Use of a vehicle
SP9
Traveling on foot
SP10
Hot work
SP11
Use of chemicals
SP12
Travelers

Specific rules to a particular activity

SP1

Using machines
DEFINITION
Use of handheld, mechanical, electrical, hydraulic,
pneumatic, and rotatory machines.
BEFORE THE OPERATION

DURING THE OPERATION

>>Check the certificate
of the machine or tool
>>Prepare the instructions
and the risk assessment
>>Follow the training on
the use of the equipment
>>Verify if all PPE are available
and in good condition
>>Obtain a work permit
>>Participate in meetings,
training and safety events
>>Remove, if necessary,
the unwanted elements from
the work area
>>Verify your equipment
before use
>>Choose an appropriate
machine for the task at hand

>>Stabilize the machine before
use
>>Ensure that the safety
perimeter is complied with
>>Maintain the work permit
up-to-date and accurate
>>Wear PPE adapted to your
activity
>>Report any anomaly and
defective machine
AFTER THE OPERATION
>>Close the work permit
>>Store and keep the work area
clean
>>Remove the safety barriers
>>Clean your equipment after
use
>>Report the end of
the operation

Specific rules to a particular activity

SP2

Work at height
DEFINITION
An employee is working at height when no longer
in contact with the ground (i.e., on a roof, on a scaffolding,
on a ladder, or with a harness, etc.).
BEFORE THE OPERATION
>>Check the certification
of the equipment (scaffolding,
ladder, etc.)
>>Have the equipment set up
by certified personnel
>>Prepare the instructions and
the risk assessment
>>Obtain appropriate PPE for
the task at hand
>>Obtain the appropriate work
permit
>>Participate in meetings
and safety events
>>Be physically fit to use the
equipment
>>Check the weather conditions
>>Prepare your 2 tie-down cleats
and your fall arrest system
>>Follow proper training
>>Learn how to wear a harness

DURING THE OPERATION
>>Set up side protection
to prevent parts and people
from falling (safety net,
handrail, guardrail, etc.)
>>Ensure that the safety
perimeter is complied with
>>Maintain the work permit
up-to-date
>>Wear proper PPE for the task
at hand
>>Wear a safety harness
>>Report any anomaly
or hazardous situation
>>Use the ladder only as
a means of access
>>Fix the harness as high
as possible
AFTER THE OPERATION
>>Close the work permit
>>Store and keep the work area
clean
>>Remove the safety barriers
>>Report the end of the operation

Specific rules to a particular activity

SP3

Work in confined space
DEFINITION
A work space is considered confined when:
- it contains or may contain a hazardous atmosphere;
- it is not designed to be occupied permanently, but only
for a brief period of time;
- its access is difficult, and an individual might remain
trapped;
- it has inwardly narrowing walls and/or downhill floors
where an individual might get trapped or asphyxiated
BEFORE THE OPERATION
>>Ensure that a procedure for
entering into confined spaces
(including the emergency and
evacuation plan) has been
prepared and implemented
>>Check if tests have been
performed to establish the
atmosphere and quantity of
oxygen available
>>Follow the consignment
and identification procedure
for the materials/tools used
>>Obtain the work permit
specific to confined spaces
>>Ensure that you are physically
and mentally fit and have
followed proper training

>>Participate to safety events
to remain informed of potential
hazards
>>Obtain and check PPE
and appropriate means of
communication
>>Ensure that the material is in
proper condition and available
>>Ensure that all the equipment
used has been identified and
audited
>>Check that all handheld
electrical appliances are
grounded and insulated, or
equipped with an earth fault
protection or short circuit
protection

DURING THE OPERATION
>>Comply with safety distances
and restrictions of access
to confined spaces
>>Check if secured means
of access and evacuation are
provided (such as a ladder)
>>Ensure that no material is
crammed near the entrance to
the confined space
>>Remove all flammable material
from the work area (30 feet away
minimum distance)
>>Check proper lighting,
ventilation, or aeration system
in the confined space
>>Ensure that there are no
isolated workers and that the
watcher is always present
>>Use only low voltage,
flameproof, and non-sparking
equipment
>>Check the facilities and safe
level of gas in the confined
space
>>Wear proper PPE for the task
at hand

AFTER THE OPERATION
>>Check the condition
of tools, equipment, PPE, and
means of communication
>>Close the work permit
>>Tidy, clean, and lock
the confined space
>>Provide feedback on
the operation

Specific rules to a particular activity

SP4

Lifting and mechanical
handling
DEFINITION
Lifting is a handling activity including lifting, moving,
or processing heavy loads with a crane, truck crane, forklift,
etc.
BEFORE THE OPERATION
>>Know the lifting and load
removal procedures
>>Receive and clean the
necessary equipment and PPE
>>Check if the lifting area is
surrounded by the security
perimeter
>>Ensure that all cables, lanyards,
shackles (lifting equipment)
are color coded according to the
specific procedure and are
visually checked before any
lifting operation
>>Ensure that each lanyard
is used according to the load
handled and that the lifting
equipment can stand the load

>>Ensure that all the cranes
and other lifting equipment
have a valid load testing
certificate and certificate
of approval if needed
>>Follow the proper trainings
and obtain a valid work permit
>>Participate to safety events
to remain informed of potential
hazards
>>Check the weather conditions
>>Perform a visual inspection
before the start of operations

DURING THE OPERATION

AFTER THE OPERATION

>>Comply with the lifting
security perimeter and ensure
that no individual or vehicle
remains in the lifting area
>>Ensure that all the equipment
is away from aerial electric lines
>>Ensure that the lifting arm /
hook does not move near
electric lines
>>Ensure that the load is
properly fixed to the lifting
equipment and secured
>>Check the stability of the load
as soon as it is lifted
>>Perform a lifting operation
only when weather conditions
are good
>>Limit the stress in the
lanyards’ strands

>>Tidy the lifting area
>>Check and clean the lifting
equipment
>>Provide feedback on
the operation

Specific rules to a particular activity

SP5

Manual handling
DEFINITION
Mechanical handling must be preferred
to manual handling. Manual handling is performed
when mechanical handling is not an option.
BEFORE THE OPERATION
>>Ensure to be physically
fit to perform the operation
>>Participate in a training course
on movement and posture
>>Know and remove all
obstacles in the handling area
and passageway
>>Ensure that the work area
has enough light to prevent
walk-in falls
>>Check the volume, weight,
and shape of the load
>>Check if the load and handles
are slippery and ensure to have
a good grip on the load
>>Ensure coordination in case
of team handling

DURING THE OPERATION
>>Check and declutter the path
>>Lift and carry the load with
extended arms and maintain
the load as close as possible
to your body
>>Keep your back straight and
avoid bending
>>Limit the duration of the task
>>Use the weight of your body
to pull and push the load
AFTER THE OPERATION
>>Provide feedback on the
operation

Specific rules to a particular activity

SP6

Electrical operation
DEFINITION
Activity which consists in working on an electrical
installation.
BEFORE THE OPERATION
>>Obtain approval for the task
at hand
>>Check if the area of
intervention has a security
perimeter and warning signs
>>Check if the intervention
is performed on the electrical
equipment listed in the work
permit
>>Check if the current is cut
with a voltmeter (and not
a multimeter) and isolate the
area of intervention
>>Check if consignment
is performed properly
>>Obtain the proper PPE
>>Check if the tools and
materials are insulated and
in good condition
>>Replace the defective tools
>>Obtain a work permit
>>Check the fire extinguishers
and emergency buttons
>>Follow appropriate training
and participate to safety events

DURING THE OPERATION
>>Respect the security perimeter
>>Use insulated tools
>>Check and wear your PPE
AFTER THE OPERATION
>>Tidy the work area and remove
the consignment
>>Close the work permit
>>Check the tools and
equipment

Specific rules to a particular activity

SP7

Excavation work
DEFINITION
An excavation is a cut, cavity or a trench in the soil formed
by the removal of earth.
BEFORE THE OPERATION
>>Select and check the proper
PPE and tools
>>Check the security perimeter
around the excavation area
>>Check the plans (identification
et localization of piping, cables,
etc.)
>>Obtain the appropriate work
permit
>>Check if there is an
appropriate means of access
to the excavation area

DURING THE OPERATION
>>Dig the trench manually
>>Store the debris and tools
away from the trench
>>Install wood barriers to
support the trench when
necessary
>>Use appropriate tools and PPE
>>Comply with safety signs
>>Maintain the excavation area
AFTER THE OPERATION
>>Clean the excavation area
>>Fill it if required
>>Report the end of the
operation
>>Provide feedback on the
operation

Specific rules to a particular activity

SP8

Use of a vehicle
DEFINITION
Traveling with a vehicle requiring a permit and/or
authorization.
BEFORE THE OPERATION
>>Have the proper permit for
the vehicle and driving area
>>Inspect the vehicle (gas,
water level, tire pressure, etc.)
>>Be rested and fit (Use of
alcohol and drugs is strictly
prohibited)
>>Organize and plan your travel
>>Have the required and valid
documentation (insurance,
vehicle papers, etc.)
DURING THE OPERATION
>>Ensure that all seat belts are
fastened, for front AND back
passengers (even if local
regulations do not enforce it)
>>Respect the traffic regulations
and signs (regulations of
the country and the site)
>>Keep your hands on the
steering wheel and remain
focused on the road (no phone/
food/ drinks/ cigarettes, etc.)

>>Adapt your driving to the
weather conditions (speed,
safety distance, etc.)
>>Follow the emergency
procedure in case of accident
>>Respect the driving zones
AFTER THE OPERATION
>>Always park the vehicle in
reverse into a proper parking area
>>Get out of the car through
its safe side
>>Report any problem found
>>Ensure the maintenance
of the vehicle

Specific rules to a particular activity

SP9

Traveling on foot
DEFINITION
A person who walks around a work area or public area
BEFORE THE OPERATION

DURING THE OPERATION

>>Know the traffic regulations
>>Be aware of the traffic around
you
>>Identify the pedestrian aisles
if any
>>Identify the audio/ visual
warning signs
>>Check if liquid or physical
obstacles (oil, grease, dust
buildups, ice, stairs, etc.) are
in your way

>>Wear a reflective vest
>>Use the existing pedestrian
aisles
>>Remain focused on the road
(no phone, etc.)
>>Check the road signs and
warning signs
>>Avoid rushing
>>Report any anomaly or
hazardous situation

Specific rules to a particular activity

SP10

Hot work
DEFINITION
Work using a naked flame, or producing heat, or sparks. The
main hot work activities are welding, cutting, grinding, etc.
BEFORE THE OPERATION
>>Obtain a proper work permit
>>Ensure that adequate fire
extinguishers are available
>>Obtain proper PPE
>>Ensure that the equipment,
tools, and PPE are compliant
with the standards and in good
condition
>>Have all damaged equipment,
tool, or PPE replaced
>>Follow the proper training and
participate to safety events

DURING THE OPERATION
>>Wear proper PPE
>>Comply with the established
rules and security perimeter
>>Report any modification that
may impact the task at hand so
as to prevent any hazard
AFTER THE OPERATION
>>Clean and tidy the work area,
the tools, and the equipment
used
>>Report the end of the
operation
>>Provide feedback on the
operation

Specific rules to a particular activity

SP11

Use of chemicals
DEFINITION
Chemical products and toxic substances may cause a
wide range of health hazards (such as irritation, burns,
intoxication, and carcinogenic effects), and physical
hazards (flammability, corrosion, reactivity).
BEFORE THE OPERATION
>>Ensure that all chemicals are
identified
>>Read the label of the product
>>Read the Safety Data Sheet
>>Know the toxicity of products
handled
>>Participate in trainings on the
use of chemicals and in security
events

>> Prepare the containment trays
>>Know where to find the closest
eye-washing station
>>Have an anti-spill kit available
>>Check the expiry date of the
chemicals before use

DURING THE OPERATION
>>Follow the safety instructions
related to the use of chemical
products
>>Wear proper PPE for the task
at hand
>>Ensure that compatibility
between the chemical products
is respected

AFTER THE OPERATION
>>Clean and tidy the work area,
the equipment, and the PPE
>>Store chemical products
at their original position in
the storage area
>>Comply with the storage
regulations
>>Report the end of
the operation
>>Provide feedback on
the operation

Specific rules to a particular activity

SP12

Travelers
DEFINITION
This smart practice establishes the actions to be taken
before traveling inside or outside the country of origin.
BEFORE THE OPERATION
>>Learn about the weather
conditions, health requirements,
security and safety conditions in
the country, and local regulation
>>Learn the customs of the
destination country
>>Prepare your arrival with local
contacts
>>Check before leaving that the
passport and visas are valid
>>Ensure to have your medical
visit and immunization up
to date
>>Carry the continued
medication with corresponding
prescription, and distribute
it among several suitcases and
personal bags
>>Check your plane or train
ticket (correct destination and
time)
>>Check that the hotel
reservation is correct

>>Contact someone to pick
you up
>>Have your health insurance,
medical assistance, and
repatriation card (International
SOS)
>>Ensure to have a phone
working in the destination
country, an outlet adapter,
and a battery
>>Have a padlock for suitcases
>>Carry local currency
>>Leave your personal
belongings and valuables in the
hotel room or place of residence.
>>Make sure your luggage,
watch, jewelry, etc. doesn’t draw
attention

DURING THE OPERATION
>>Notify the local contact of your
arrival in the destination country
>>Keep a low profile
>>Maintain at least 30% battery
on your cellphone
>>Always keep your
documentation and personal
information on you

AFTER THE OPERATION
>>Have the proper
documentation filled and ready
before presenting yourself
before the immigration service
(also valid upon departure)
>>Ensure that you declare all
the items and products that may
be inspected (whose quantity
shall be limited), prohibited,
or may carry diseases
>>Know your rights in terms
of untaxed products
>>Notify your manager upon
your return
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